Immunological properties of 3-morpholine-2-hydroxypropyl ether of dextran (H-2).
The immunobiological investigations of H-2 preparation--a modified derivative of DEAE dextran--revealed that the preparation has a wide immunotropic spectrum with the predominance of the stimulatory effect. It stimulates the I and II humoral immunological responses to SRBC. It stimulates the induction and effector processes of the cellular type reactions. Under the in vivo and in vitro conditions it causes mouse precursor T cells to gain the theta antigen. On the other hand, H-2 preparation suppresses the development of GvH reaction induced either by the administration of cells coming from the donor treated with the preparation (in vivo), or by the incubation of the donor's cells with the compound under examination. H-2 preparation is non-toxic, and does not exhibit any antiviral or interferogenic activity.